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ForeiOn language should become an integral pzrt of the elementary school

curriculum available to all students by the year 2000. Justification for including
language instruction in the core of common learning includes such considerations as
(1) language learning, cultural adjustments, and intercultural understanding can best
be achieved in childhood years, and (2) equal educational opportunities exist most
effectively at the elementary level. To achieve the .hoped for insfructional goal within

the next 30 years, the profession must initiate new programs and strengthen those
already functioning through (1) teaching experimentation and innovation, (2) the
expanded use of existing instructional materials arid the development of new media.
and (3) the application of new administrative devices. (AF)
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FIBS FOR EVERYBODY*

By
Marjorie J ohnston

From my topic you can infer that I believe a foreign language

should he part of the common learnings which are taught in the elementary

school to all the pupils. Where a foreign language is now offered it

should be for all children; otherwise we merely pay lip service to the

concept of equal educaticnal opportunities. As rapidly as possible --

I would set this goal to be reached no later than the year 2000 -- all

elementar schools should make foreign language an integral part of the

curriculum. Of course FLES should be intimately related to bilingual

education, which at long last is receiving much deserved attention and

support. The non-English-speaking child is really a FLES pupil in

English, although the necessity for English as the medium of instruction

makes his study more intensive. And every non-English-speaking child

should be able to study his mother tongue in school for the same reasons

that English is taught to native speakers of English.

Much debate has continued over the years about the place of foreign

languages in the curriculum -- any curriculum. But the issue of their

value and importance to the individual and to society seems to have been

resolved by our growing national need for international communication

and intercultural understanding. Learning to understand and speak

* Presented at the session on "The Maturing Role of PIES in the
Elementary Curriculum," Fiftieth Annual Meeting of AATSP, San Antonio,

Texas, August 29, 1968.
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another language is a form of participation in another culture which

provides insights to be gained in no other way. As the 121 Policy

Statement so well expressed it, "foreign language study provides a new

experience, progressively enlarging the pupil's horizon through the

introduction to a new medium of communication and a new culture pattern.

Language skills, like all practical skills, may never be perfected

and may be later forgotten, yet the enlarging and enriching results of

the cultural experiences endure throughout life." This is a truism which

reminds one of the much quoted dictum that education is what remains to

the individual after he has forgotten his schooling. Havelock:Ellis'

statement that "the immense value of becoming acquainted with a foreign

language is that we are thereby led into a new world of tradition and

thought and feeling" has become so familiar that we forget who said it.

Why foreign language should be included in the common learnings

of the elementary school is another question, and believe its chief

justification is two-fold:

First: Childhood is the natural time to learn language, make cultural

adjustments, and develop sympathetic attitudes toward people of other

cultures.

The research of Penfield and others attests to the specialized

capacity of the child for language learning -- a capacity that decreases

after age ten. The neurosurgeon's findings only confirm what has seemed

obvious fram observation. Centuries ago Sir Francis Bacon, you may

recall, in his essay "Of Custome and Education," stated that "in languages

the tongue is mcre pliant to all expressicns and sounds, the joints more

supple to all feats of activitie and motions, in youth then afterwards."

V



Ease of learning, however, might not of itself justify the early

beginning, since some educators say, "Yes, the child can learn the foreign

language easily, but shculd he?" I believe that he should, precisely

because of this experience of being "led into a new world of tradition

and thought and feeling." If all pupils were to have such an experience

the American citizens of tomorrow would not display some of the naive and

damaging attitudes which now seem so deep-seated. For example, we would

not always expect other peoples to learn English if they want to communi-

cate with us; we would cease believing that Americans are monolingual and

cannot learn to communicate with other peoples in their own language;

great numbers of Americans would no longer assume that languages are alike

except for the words. Some insight into the nature of languaEe would

become general.

Second: The only way to assure everybody the experience of learning

another language is to teach it in the elementary school.

Considerable numbers of students do not continue their schooling

through high school and college, and the elective system makes it unlikely

that all those who do finish high school or college will study a foreign

language.

Much has been made of the desirability of a continuous sequential

program from the early grades through high school, and frequently ele-

mentary schools are advised not to offer a foreign language until it can

be completely coordinated with both the junior and senior high school

foreign language offerings. Certainly such planning is important, but

many of the good programs going today would never have become established

if such advice had bcen heeded. I am convinced that even a limited



experience of learning a foreign languaLe is broadening and worth while.

Even if all conditions for a sequential program have not been met when

the progrm starts it may still be a Eocd thing to begin. 7:bile we wait

for the ideal situation generations of pupils are being deprived of a

very innortant eclucational ex.?crience. Fmough fcreiLn lanEuaLe to create

an awareness of our ic,norence coOd bc an instrument in the tncreese of

'understanding.

There remains the timetable for establisWnE forciLn lt.nguage in

the curriculum of the clenentcx: school. The year 20 0 does not seem to

be an unrealistic deadline if we can alply concerted and sustained effort

toward the proLressive achievement of this goal. That gives us lead time

of little more than 30 years. But ccnsider the rapidity of technological

and social change and the educational innovations anticipated by the 21st

century. Thirty Lears ago few of us would have theuEht it possible that

the teaching of foreiin lanLuaz,es in the United States could expand and

improve as rapidly as it already has. Even in the 15 years since Earl

McGrath, then the I.S. Commissioner of Education., called the first national

conference to consider the role of foreign languages in American schools

we have witnessed spectacular developments in foreign language teaching

at all levels of the educational system. Now, as in 1953, the climate is

right for reassessment and accelerated action. For one thing, palic

acceptance of the need for lonLlIaLe stldr bum fostered by the

experiences and influence Vicm,7:113 02 2; 1-,d1 c c lave ilvcd and r'erl:cd

outei(;e t.A.: V; .cd net le o Irn in ;cAlc cacl c !Ira

olcsrccris tc find thtA -d or ncre 11:rcn 11,c- as long

as two years in another country.
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I'm sure we could all do a bit of brainstorming and come up Izith

a variety of excellent ways of advancing FLES, both in initiating new

programs and in strengthening those already going. The single greatest

obstacle is the short supply of qualified teachers. Professor Theodore

Andersson, however, does not consider this an insurmountable difficulty.

In the last chapter of his forthcoming book on FLES, which he kindly sent

me in draft, he states: "Fe have a potential supply of teachers man; times

the actual supply. Our teacher-training institutions do not lack the

resources and facilities for converting these possible recruits into

highly qualified teachers. To be sure, the organization of effective

training programs of sufficient flexibility to meet great individual

differences is going to require considerable open-mindedness, a readiness

to face the fact that traditional programs are not necessarily the best,

and a willingness on the part of both academic and professicnal educators

to cooperate and to experiment.

The main consideration, it seems to me, is to resolve the issue of

whether in fact we do intend the study of foreign language to beccme part

of general education. Having resolved this issue, it would then be possible

to work -with ingenuity and 'determination and singleness of purpose on

the problems involved.

Fortunately conditions are now good for experimentation and innova-

tion in teaching. Not only is the climate favorable, but financial

assistance and many specialized services are also available. There is

no longer a sevcIre paucity of instructional materials and there exist

or can be developed many lempace learning aide both in and out of cohool.

Thr,Te aro films, records, radio, sumer camps, fereitn visitors. /7e :lave
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scarcely tanoed t'le potential of television fcr language learning. Also

at our disposal are administrative devices galore -- ungraded schools,

multizradinE, flexible scheftling, varicgati:n of subject matter, team

teaching, paraprofessicnal pc-rsonnel, multiphased curricula, procrammed

instructicn, evaluative criteria, zoned and clustered space, media

service centers, etc. Illy not now, cnce and for cll, break the lcck-step

s:rsten of e;:pectint all pupils tc cover a fixed ammlit ol material in the

same perLed cf time? '112; not enable each individual to proceed at his

own pace and according to his terhperament and aptitudes? Can we not

maintain zest for learning by emphasizing success up to a given stage

rather than failure to reach a m.ore advanced level?

I'm reminded of the quotation from Simbn Bolivar that Harold

Benjamin used in his concluding remarks at the 1953 national conference:

"Para jimEar el valor de 7as revolucjones y los revolucicnarios, preciso

es observarlos muy de cerca y muy de lefos." In order to assess the

situation realistical2y one must stand in the place of administrators and

teachers rho have the fob to Oo; yet someone rho is not an administrator

or a lanLxage teacher may sec the problems in better porspoctive. The good

soldier, Dr. Benjamin stated, mist be thoroughly realistic, even pessimistic,

since he knows cal the risks, but he must also move to a seccnd stage where

he stops looking rt all the alf2ictates and sas, :.;C: IS TEL TIUE.

If FLES for everybody is indeed to be our goal, this is a call to

action, remembering Thomas Huxley's advice: "The rung of a ladder was

never meant to rest upon, but only to hold a man's foot long enough to

enable him to put the other somewhat hicher."


